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There is scarcely a city or even a rural community in the United States that does not cherish memories of "Bob" Burdette — memories that bring a smile to the lips and warmth to the heart. Some people, far and near, can still recall, through the mists of nearly fifty years, the eagerness with which they used to await their copies of the Burlington Hawk-Eye which contained his breezy paragraphs. Many more there are who remember him as the lecturer who broadcast smiles and sunshine from a thousand platforms, or, in later years, as the preacher who expounded the gospel in terms of good cheer and human brotherhood.

Editor, jester, lecturer, poet, and preacher — "Bob" Burdette trod the primrose path of public favor through two generations. James Whitcomb Riley said his success was due to his "genius for loving." His wife is inclined to emphasize his mag-
netic personality. Perhaps his habit of doing his best in everything he undertook was also partly responsible. Whatever the factors may have been, few men have earned a finer reputation for wholesome humor and steadfast optimism.

Robert J. Burdette began his versatile career of three score years and ten in Greene County, Pennsylvania, in 1844. It was a county, he used to say, "just large enough for a man to get born in." At the age of two he began his westward migration, accompanied by his parents. "I was born in Pennsylvania, weaned in Ohio, kidnapped by Illinois, adopted by Iowa, and married to California," he summarized the stages in his life. "I never, positively never, did anything I was ashamed of while I remained in my native State. I never swore; I never lied; I never stole anything; I never went to a circus; I never ran away from Sunday School; I didn't go out at night; I didn't play billiards nor go to horse races. Good boy that I was, I stayed at home and entertained the family. No man, I ween, ever lived a purer life than I did while I lived in Pennsylvania."

Before coming to Iowa in 1874, where he really established his reputation as a humorist, Mr. Burdette had reached a masterful maturity through the wide experience of his varied early life. In 1861, at the age of sixteen, he graduated from the Peoria, Illinois, high school. His commencement essay, which he later said "foreshadowed my subsequent
career as a statesman”, was entitled “The Press and the Ballot Box”. “I have preserved that rather remarkable state paper. Would you like to see it? For a hundred thousand dollars you may. I sometimes read it myself. It mitigates the horror of approaching death.”

On August 4, 1862, just five days after he was eighteen, he enlisted in the Forty-seventh Illinois Volunteer Infantry. The recruiting officer unenthusiastically pointed to the standard of military height, “a pine stick standing out from the wall in rigid uncompromising insistence, five feet three inches from the floor.” As Burdette walked toward it he “could see it slide up, until it seemed to lift itself seven feet above my ambitious head. If I could have kept up the stretching strain I put on every longitudinal muscle in my body in that minute of fate, I would have been as tall as Abraham Lincoln by the close of the war. As it was, when I stepped under that Rhadamantine rod, I felt my scalplock, which was very likely standing on end with apprehension, brush lightly against it.” He was accepted and served to the end of the war. Though he “fought through more than a score of battles”, received honorable mention for bravery in the siege of Vicksburg, and “romped through more than a hundred frolics”, he never saw the inside of a hospital and never lost a day off duty on account of sickness.

Back from the war he taught school near Peoria where the custom was “to go to bed at sunset and
get up some time in the night”, as though “the sun
did not know when to start the day”. It might be
ture, he thought, that “the early bird caught the
worm, but what consolation is that to the worm?
Had he stayed in bed later he would not have been
catched.”

After three months of teaching he was employed
a short time as a clerk in a crockery store, “without
fertility to dish or human”. Then for several
months he “was in the railway service when there
really wasn’t any such thing”, working in the capac-
ity of a mail clerk on a short run from Peoria to
Logansport, Illinois.

In 1868 he entered Cooper Institute in New York
for the purpose of studying art and with the avowed
intention of “painting a great historic painting that
was to cover a canvas as big as the side of a barn,
with buckets of paint and a name made famous
signed in the corner”. But New York did not seem
to want any “great artist”, so the young art student
earned a scanty living writing visiting cards and
sent remarkably vivid letters back home to the
Peoria Transcript.

New York, he wrote, was a “delightful old mixed-
up place, where every avenue you take loses itself in
a maze of entanglements, where the stranger, after
securing full and definite instructions from a police-
man who can speak English, buttons up his coat and
resolutely starts out to somewhere, and after turn-
ing the first two corners as per directions, finds him-
At that time U. S. Grant was very much in the public eye, and Burdette tells in a letter of seeing "the distinguished smoker" airing himself on Broadway. "General Grant left this city today", he wrote. "The closeness with which he has been watched during his stay, precludes any possibility of his having stolen anything."

During Burdette's sojourn in New York he went one Sunday evening to hear Henry Ward Beecher preach. "After reaching Brooklyn", he explained, "you have only to follow the crowds that you see converging from all directions to a common center. That center is Plymouth Church." Knowing that the congregation assembled early he thought he would stroll past the edifice so as to be sure of its exact location before going there in the evening. What was his surprise "to discover a crowd of nearly two hundred people collected on the sidewalk and in the street in front of the closed gates of the church yard, standing patiently there in the midst of a driving snow storm." Inside the church the "long row of benches around the gallery was densely crowded with tourists, interlopers and plebeians long before the pews began to fill. I was amazed
when an energetic usher ordered us to sit closer together, and actually got about a dozen more worshippers seated. Scarcely had we got settled into breathing postures again, when the same usher, inexorable as a street car conductor, packed us still closer and wedged in another delegation, and there we sat, our arms hanging down before us, hands solemnly clasped on our knees, jammed and pressed so tightly together, wrought into such intimate contact, that I could almost tell what my neighbor was thinking about, and had the usher trod on the corns of the man at the end of the seat, I believe all the rest of us would have ‘hollered.’"

Burdette’s New York letters shaped the way to his newspaper career. After a thrilling adventure as a member of a filibustering expedition to Cuba where he, “the smallest man on the boat”, was wounded by the Spaniards “the first time they fired”, he returned to Peoria in 1869 and took a position as telegraph editor on the *Transcript*. By the end of the year he had become city editor and his wit dominated the local page. But one day the editor of the paper announced that when he wanted anything funny in his paper he would write it himself. So Mr. Burdette transferred his services, and later his capital, to the ill-starred Peoria *Review*. When the *Review* went out of business in 1874 about all that was left of Burdette’s fortune was his sense of humor, a ticket to Burlington, and a contract to join the editorial staff of the Burlington *Hawk-Eye*.
For several years "Bob" Burdette was connected with the *Hawk-Eye*, first as city editor, then as managing editor, and, after he began lecturing, as special correspondent. He found the *Hawk-Eye* a sedate, conservative old newspaper with a short subscription list, and he left it one of the liveliest, most influential papers in Iowa and with readers in every State in the Union. The increased circulation was chiefly due to Mr. Burdette's crisp paragraphs touching politics and public life, each with its own whimsical coloring; his shrewd and logical editorials; and his domestic sketches in which his penchant for burlesque, parody, punning, exaggeration, and ludicrous situations was given full play. He came to be known far and wide as "the Burlington Hawk-Eye man".

Charles Beardsley, the editor-in-chief, believed that all printed mirth was unseemly and he chafed and fumed at the city editor's stuff. There was news enough in town without printing nonsense he insisted. But the business office showed him subscription figures that sent Mr. Beardsley back to his wonted editorials, Bob continued to print his genial foolery, and all Burlington was happy. What did anyone on West Hill care that a big fire was covered in a paragraph, so long as there was a column recounting the experiences of Mr. Middlerib? Nobody missed a full report of the political rally at South Hill Square if "the Hawk-Eye man" had published the latest adventures of Old Bilderback and Master Bilderback.
Middlerib and the Bilderbacks were creatures of Burdette's imagination who bore the brunt of his satirical witticisms. They possessed many of the habits and foibles to which human nature is heir, and their traits of character struck the chord of common experience.

"'No', said Mr. Bilderback who couldn't find his hat, 'it wasn't.'" He had put it there last night just before he went to bed and someone had moved it. Whereupon the family scattered for the usual morning search. "'Mrs. Bilderback looked in all the closets with the air of John Rogers going to the stake, and then she went into an old chest, that had the furs and things put away in it, and was opened twice a year, except when Mr. Bilderback's hat was lost, which occurred on an average three times a day. She shook pepper or fine cut tobacco or camphor out of everything she picked up, and varied her search by the most extraordinary sneezes that ever issued from human throat'. Miss Bilderback confined her search to the "uncut pages of the last Scribner, which she carefully cut and looked into, with an eager scrutiny that told how intensely interested she was in finding that hat. She never varied her method of search, save when the approaching footsteps of her father warned her that he was swinging on his erratic eccentric in that direction, when she hid the magazine, and picking up the corner of the piano cover looked under that article with a sweet air''.

Mr. Bilderback himself was a composite system
of investigation. "He raged through the sitting-room like a hurricane; he looked under every chair in that room, and then upset them all to see if he mightn’t possibly have overlooked the hat. Then he looked on all the brackets in the parlor, and behind the window curtains, and kicked over the ottoman to look for a hat that he couldn’t have squeezed under a wash-tub. And he kept up a running commentary all the time, which served no purpose except to warn his family when he was coming and give them time to prepare. He looked into the clock and left it stopped and standing crooked. And he would like to know who touched that hat. He looked into his daughter’s work-box, a sweet little shell that ‘George’ gave her, and he emptied it out on the table and wondered what such trumpery was for, and who in thunder hid his hat. ‘It must be hid,’ he said, peering down with a dark, suspicious look into an odor bottle somewhat larger than a thimble, ‘for it couldn’t have got so completely out of sight by accident.’ If people wouldn’t meddle with his things, he howled, for the benefit of Mrs. Bilderback, whom he heard sneezing as he went past the closet door, he would always know just where to find them, because (looking gloomily behind the kitchen wood box) he always had one place to put all his things (and he took off the lid of the spice-box), and kept them there. He glared savagely out of the door, in hopes of seeing his hopeful son, but that youthful strategist was out of sight behind his intrenchments. Mr.
Bilderback wrathfully resumed his search, and roared, for his daughter's benefit, that he would spend every cent he had intended to lay out for winter bonnets, in new hats for himself, and then maybe he might be able to find one when he wanted it. Then he opened the door of the oven and looked darkly in, turned all the clothes out of the wash-basket, and strewed them around, wondering 'who had hid that hat?' And he pulled the clothes-line off its nail, and got down on his hands and knees to look behind the refrigerator, and wondered 'who had hid that hat;' and then he climbed on the back of a chair to look on the top shelf of the cupboard, and sneezed around among old wide-mouthed bottles and pungent paper parcels, and wondered in muffled wrath 'who had hid that hat?' And he went down into the cellar and roamed around among rows of stone jars covered with plates and tied up with brown paper, and smelling of pickles and things in all stages of progress; every one of which he looked into, and how he did wonder 'who had hid that hat.' And he looked into dark corners and swore when he jammed his head against the corners of swinging shelves, and felt along those shelves and run his fingers into all sorts of bowls, containing all sorts of greasy and sticky stuff, and thumped his head against hams hanging from the rafters, at which he swore anew, and he peered into and felt around in barrels which seemed to have nothing in them but cobwebs and nails; shook boxes which were prolific
in dust and startling in rats, and he wondered ‘who had hid that hat?’

‘And just then loud whoops and shouts came from up stairs, announcing that ‘here it was.’ And old Bilderback went up stairs growling, because the person who hid it hadn’t brought it out before, and saw the entire family pointing out into the back yard, where the hat surmounted Mr. Bilderback’s cane, which was leaning against the fence, ‘just where you left it, pa,’ Miss Bilderback explained, ‘when we called you in to supper, and it has been out there all night.’ And Mr. Bilderback, evidently restraining, by a violent effort, an intense desire to bless his daughter with the cane, remarked with a mysterious manner, that ‘it was mighty singular,’ and putting on his hat, he strode away with great dignity; leaving his wife and daughter to re-arrange the house.’

On another occasion the Middlerib family went on a picnic. ‘Mr. M. went out and looked at the sky, and noted the direction of the wind, and watched the movements of the chimney swallows with a critical and scientific eye, and came in and announced that it would not rain for five days, and they would have the picnic just two days before the rain. And from the hour of that announcement the Middlerib family and their invited relations did nothing but bake, and roast, and stew, and iron clothes, and declare they were tired to death and would be glad when it was all over and done with.’
On the morning of the picnic the sky was overcast and the sun had "a terribly wild and dissipated look" which was not encouraging. "There is no scene in all this wide world of pathos more pathetic than a group of anxious mortals, on the morn of a picnic, trying to delude each other into the belief that when the sky is covered with heavy black clouds, 800 feet thick, and a damp scud is driving through the air, and the sun is only half visible occasionally through a thin cloud that is waiting to be patched up to the standard thickness and density, it is going to be a very fine day indeed. So the Middleribs looked at the coppery old sun, and the dismal clouds, and tried to look cheerful, and said encouragingly that 'Oh, it never rained when the clouds came up that way;' and, 'See, it is all clear over in the east;' and, 'It often rains very heavily in town when there doesn't a drop of water fall at Prospect Hill.' And thus, with many encouraging remarks of similar import, they awaited the gathering of the party, and the human beings finally climbed into one wagon, put the baskets and the boys in the other, and drove away, giggling and howling with well dissembled glee.

"The happy party, although they well knew that it would not rain, had taken the precaution nevertheless to take a large assortment of shawls and umbrellas. They were a quarter of a mile from town when it began to thunder some, but as it didn't thunder in the direction of Prospect Hill, distant
some three miles, they went on, confident that it wasn’t raining, and wouldn’t, and couldn’t rain at Prospect Hill. They were half a mile from town when the cloud that all the rest of the clouds had been waiting for came up and remorselessly sat down on the last, solitary lingering patch of blue that broke the monotony of the leaden sky, but the party pressed on, confident that they would find blue sky when they got to Prospect Hill. They were a mile from town when old Aquarius pulled the bottom out of the rain wagon and began the entertainment. It was a grand success. The curtain hadn’t been up ten minutes before all the standing room in the house was taken up and the box office was closed. The Middlerib party having gone early, and secured front seats, were able to see everything. They expressed their pleasure by loud shrieks, and howls, and wails. They tore umbrellas, that had been furtively placed in the wagon, out of their lurking places, and shot them up with such abruptness that the hats in the wagon were knocked out into the road. Then the wagon stopped and people crawled out and waded around after hats, and came piling back into the wagon, with their feet loaded with mud. The umbrellas got into each other’s way, and from the points of the ribs streams of dirty water trickled down shuddering backs, and stained immaculate dresses, and took the independence out of glossy shirt fronts. And the picnic party turned homeward, but still the Middleribs did not lose heart.
They smiled through their tears, and Miss Middle-rib, beautiful in her grief, still advocated going on and having the picnic in a barn, and wept when they refused her. It rained harder every rod of the way back.

"Then the clouds broke, and then sun came out, and smiling nature stood around looking as pleasant as though it had never played a mean trick on a happy picnic party in its life; and the Middleribs hung themselves out in the sun to dry, and tried to play croquet in the wet grass, and kept up their spirits as well as they knew how, and were not cross if they did get wet. If smiling nature had only given them a show, or even half a chance, they would have got along all right. They were bound to have the picnic party anyhow, so they kept all the relations at the house, and when dinner time came, the grass was dry and they set the table out under the trees and made it look as picnicky as possible. It clouded up a little when they were setting the table, but nobody thought it looked very threatening. The soaked things had been dried as carefully as possible, and the table looked beautiful when they gathered around it. And just about the time they got their plates filled and declared that they were glad they came back, and that this was ever so much better than Prospect Hill, a forty acre cloud came and stood right over the table, and then and there went all to pieces.

"The pleasure-seekers grabbed whatever they
could reach and broke for the house, uttering wild shrieks of dismay. They crowded into the hall, which wasn't half big enough, and there they stood on each other's trains, and trod on each other's corns, and poured coffee down each other's backs, and jabbed forks into one another's arms. And when Uncle Steve, who had found Aunt Carrie's baby out under the deserted table, maintaining an unequal struggle with half of a huckleberry pie and a whole thunder-storm, came tearing in with the hapless infant, and, dashing through the crowd, deposited it on top of a pile of hard-boiled eggs, Miss Middlerib fainted, and the youngest gentleman cousin was driven into a spasm of jealousy because he couldn't walk over a row of cold meats and lobster salad to get to her, and had to endure the misery of seeing the oldest and ugliest bachelor uncle carry her drooping form to a sofa, and lay her down tenderly, with her classic head in a nest of cream tarts, and her dainty feet on Sadie's Jenny Lind cake. And when Mrs. Middlerib looked out of the window, and saw the dog Heedle with his fore paws in the lemonade bucket, growling at Cousin John, who was trying to drive him out of it, she expressed a willingness to die right there. And when they were startled by some unearthly sounds and muffled shrieks, that even rose above the human babel in the hall, and found that the cat had got its poor head jammed tighter than wax in the mouth of the jar that contained the cream, everybody just sat on the plate of
things nearest him, and gasped, ‘What next?’ while Cousin David lifted cat and jar by the tail of the former, and carried them out to be broken apart. And when old Mr. Rubelkins lost his teeth in the coffee pot, half the people in the hall began to lose heart, and one discouraged young cousin said he half wished that they had put the picnic off a day. And finally, when the uproar was at its height, the door-bell rang, and the aunt nearest the door opened it, and there stood the Hon. Mrs. J. C. P. R. Le von Blatheringford and her daughter, the richest and most stylish people in the neighborhood, arrayed like fashion-plates making their first formal call. While they stood gazing in mute bewilderment at the scene of ruin and devastation and chaos before them, Mrs. Middlerib just got behind the door and pounded her head against the wall”. That was the blow that finished the picnic.

“Bob” Burdette’s daily column of “Hawkeyetems” was replete with ludicrous events, inexcusable puns, and fantastic hyperboles, as the following samples will indicate.

“It’s the fashionable thing among Burlington youngsters, now-a-days, to have the mumps, and they are awfully puffed about it, too.”

“Talk about your centennial trophies. A man on The Hawk-Eye has a nick that was knocked in George Washington’s hatchet when he hit it on a nail in the front fence. We are the man, but our modesty will not permit us to say so.”
"A little boy on West Hill, in some inscrutable manner obtained possession of a Swedish primer, last night about eight o’clock, and before the astonished mother could snatch the dangerous toy from his grasp he had attempted to pronounce one of the long words and had fractured his little jaw in three places."

"Art has its votaries even amid the untaught children of the wilderness. A few days ago a savage Indian painted his own face, went into an emigrant wagon that was sketched, by himself, out on the prairie after dark, and drew a woman from under the canvas and sculptor."

"A spirited race between an old man and a young calf yesterday morning, made a pleasant episode for Tenth street, out on South Hill. The calf got away with the patriarch in a way that was painful. He pulled the old gent down on his knees on a loose plank in the crossing, tore his trousers and ruined his temper and broke some of the commandments."

The "Hawk-Eye man" delighted in poking fun at Burlington peculiarities. An old cutter stranded on South Hill by some thaw or Hallowe’en prank was made famous from one end of the land to the other as the "Red Sleigh on Maple Street". A low-lying block, tenanted by two or three unkempt squatter families with numerous dogs and uncared-for children, had been a problem and vexation for years. Burdette christened the place Happy Hollow and reported the social life of the inhabitants in great de-
tail. One day a horse ran away with a light delivery wagon on Angular Street, "but he got so dizzy and bewildered trying to follow the course of the way, that he sat down on the sidewalk and cried, from sheer vexation."

Prohibition was a prominent issue in Burlington in 1874, and the "wets" contended that the closing of the saloons would hurt business. Burdette seized upon the argument and applied it on all sorts of occasions. When the poorhouse burned one of the paupers, indignant at being assigned quarters in an out-building, crossed the river and became "a happy inmate" of an Illinois poorhouse. "Thus fanaticism and religious oppression continue to drive capital out of Burlington", concluded the city editor.

"Bob" Burdette launched his first lecture "on the broad ocean of human hearts and ears" at Keokuk in December, 1876. He had "about nine and a half pounds of manuscript" on the subject of "The Rise and Fall of the Mustache" and did not miss a word or leave out a line. It took two hours and fifteen minutes to deliver that lecture and when he had finished he "hadn't enough voice left to ask for a glass of water". But the audience liked his humor and that winter he and his lecture were much in demand.

Those were the palmy days of the lyceum when P. T. Barnum, Henry Ward Beecher, Joaquin Miller, Wendell Phillips, Henry W. Shaw, "Bill" Nye, and Eugene Field were at the height of their fame on the platform. During the winter of 1877-1878 Mr. Bur-
"BOB" BURDETT — HUMORIST

dette lectured under the direction of the Redpath Lyceum Bureau. From that time the platform claimed more and more of his attention, but for several years he served the Hawk-Eye as special correspondent. The "Roaming Robert" letters, containing some of the finest things he ever wrote, were full of philosophy, humor, and pathos all blended in happy harmony by his frolicsome pen. They told with characteristic cleverness of his experiences in all parts of the country, of the people he met, of the trains he traveled on and those he missed, of the audiences he addressed, and of the tribulations he encountered.

In 1880 he left Burlington in the vain hope that his wife's health would be improved and his letters to the Hawk-Eye ceased, though he wrote for the Brooklyn Eagle for several years. He spent the summers at some secluded place recuperating from the strain of the lyceum season. It was while he was camping in the woods in Warren County, Pennsylvania, that he received his "call" to the ministry. "The people came to me and said they had no pastor, would I preach for them? I would and did."

Asked one time why he was a Baptist, he replied that he inherited his religious faith. "I love the Universalists and the Russians, I love the Congregationalists and Prussians and Methodists; I love the Presbyterians and the English; but I was born a Baptist and an American, and that settles it."

During the lecture season for a number of years
he preached every Sunday, "from Dan to Beer-sheba". In 1898 he became supply minister of the First Presbyterian Church of Pasadena, California, and when the Temple Baptist Church of Los Angeles was organized in 1903 he was selected as pastor, a position he occupied until his death in 1914.

The transition from professional humorist to preacher extended over a period of eighteen years. He emphatically denied that he had wearied of the "strenuous life of the lecture field and sought ease in the pastorate". In these days of intellectual alertness, he said, "the man who seeks the pastorate for a vacation will find far more quiet and ease and meditative restfulness in falling down stairs with a kitchen stove or dodging automobiles on racing day."

While he studiously avoided telling funny stories in the pulpit, his sermons were filled with richly humorous philosophy. "Great things don't amount to much", he declared. "Life is made up of little things. I have known men who were so great they were of no account. You have seen trees so big you could not tie a horse to them. I have heard preachers who knew so much you could not understand a word they said, and once in a while you go into a house where they have a Bible so big they never read it. It is easier to be great than it is to be humble." He always maintained that "humor is but the garment of truth."
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